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Abstract The induced by quantization of nucleon
levels sharp change of spins of nuclei in strong mag-
netic fields is demonstrated to give rise to erratic
jumps in magnetodynamics of'magnetar' crusts. Such
a noise is originating from magnetic avalanches and
exhibits intensity and statistical properties which
are favorably compared to the burst activity of soft
gamma repeaters.

PACS: 26.60.4-c, 26.30.+k, 21.10.Dr

Systematic observations of Soft Gamma Repeaters
(SGRs) have been started with the discovery [1,2] of
superintense gamma-ray outburst (giant flare) from
SGR 0566-66 on 1979 March 5. Almost a copy of
such superhigh luminosity, LG ~ 1044 5 erg, flare has
been seen on 1998 August 27 from SGR 1900+14 [3].
Many properties of both events, like sharp change in
the persistent X-ray flux during giant flare [4] and
multipeaked pulse profile [5], point out magnetic ori-
gin of the energy source due to very large magnetic
fields with mutipole components exceeding consider-
ably the dipole fields (Sdipoie ~ 1015 G as estimated
from magnetic-braking spin-down mechanism).

The observations have been intensified during past
decade with the launch of RXTE, BATSE, ASCA etc.
missions (see, e.g., [6-9] and refs. therein) and re-
veal that in addition to persistent X-ray luminosities
Lp ~ 1034 5 - 1036 erg/s (similar with Anomalous X-
ray Pulsars, AXPs) SGRs commonly emit short (~ 0.1
s) outbursts with Lx ~ 103 — 104Z/Edd far above the
Eddington limit L^dd [10]. Such burst emissions are
concentrated into short intervals (weeks to months) of
intense activity separated by relatively long and quasi-
regular periods (years) of quiescence [6]. Three rela-
tively short active phases of SGR 1900+14 have been
met during 1979 [1,2], June - August 1992 [12], and
May 1998 - January 1999 [8,9]. This indicates close
to six years period for SGR 1900+14 activity. About
half a year activity periods have been reported [11] for
SGR 0526-66. The plausible nearly two years breaks

between intensifying burst sets have been suggested
for SGR 1806-20 from an analysis of its timing residual
[13]. The burst statistics during active phases display
features of self-organized criticality, e.g., power law
dependence of burst number on the intensity, lognor-
mal distribution of waiting times between the bursts
[8,9,14,15].

Within the concept of ultramagnetized neutron
stars ('magnetars') [16] SGR-bursts are originating
from caused by crust seismic activities magnetic field
fluctuations and, consequent, magneto-plasma exci-
tations. Such a model provides proper explanation
of many SGR's features. However, some properties,
like quasi-periodicity of active phases and rather sta-
ble without noticeable glitches spinning down, do not
corroborate with star-quake, triggering mechanism.

We argue in this paper that such characteristics can
be still understood within 'magnetar' concept by ex-
ploring triggering mechanism associated with a release
of magnetic energy stored in the nuclear degrees of
freedom of neutron star crusts. The intervals of in-
tense activity are related to sharp, step-like change
of the magnetization because of inhomogeneous crust
structure [17,18]. At such conditions the demagneti-
zation proceeds as erratic jumps associated with mag-
netic avalanches, similar to the Barkhausen effect (see,
e.g., [19]), and sharp energy release to the magneto-
sphere.

The present study focuses on outer crusts which
consist of nearly spherical nuclides (see, e.g., [20] and
refs. therein). The induced by the field magnetic mo-
ment of a nucleus

m- n 8{b-bn) (1)

experiences jumps of a height vn (measured in the nu-
cleon magnetons //N) at field strengths bn correspond-
ing to level crossings [17,18], and contributes to the
neutron star crust magnetization
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m•p — £3 (2)

Here an average density of bound nucleons
A/ Vws is related to the Wigner-Zeits volume Vws and
estimated as a tenth of normal nuclear density VQ.

We consider outer crusts as a polycrystalline struc-
ture with nuclei arranged in a closed packed (plausibly
bcc [20]) lattice and assume the dipolar interaction be-
tween magnetic moments. Since such a system shows
the ferromagnetic ordering (cf, e.g., [21]) the crusts
can be viewed as a collection of II domains on a hy-
percubic lattice and described by the Hamiltonian

n = - (3)
jjgnn

where originating from the core region magnetic field
H changes slowly with time t, the term containing an
overal magnetization

n
(4)

and parameter 77 accounts for demagnetizing effect in a
global form, the interaction between domains is equal
to J for nearest neighbors (nn) J,j = J and zero oth-
erwise. The random field /,- is distributed according
the gaussian distribution function

W{fi) = (5)

and simulates random crystalline anisotropies and
varying interaction strengths caused by inhomo-
geneities and disorder in the form of defects, grain
boundaries, impurities in the crystalline structure.

The crust magnetodynamics is determined by the
spin mi jumps arising at sign change of a difference
between its local effective field 6fff = J Y2nn

 mj + H —
rfP + fi and some of the quantities bn (i.e. the value
6bn = bf - bn, see Eq. (1)). We refer below for such
a model as randomly jumping spins (RJS) model.

At the condition bn+\ — bn ~3> <$&„ ~^> R almost
all the spins equal to the value vn = ^ " = 1 vn and
point along the field H direction (i.e. ms- = vn for
all i). As the field adiabatically decreases the spin-
domains progressively jump to un_i, vn_2, ••• Be-
cause of the nearest neighbor interaction the jump-

ing spin can result in the jump of a neighbor do-
main which in turn might lead to the reducing spin
of another neighbor, and so on, generating thereby
an avalanche of spin jumps. The adiabatically chang-
ing external field H(t) remains almost constant during
an avalanche, while the magnetization varies sharply
according to the mean-field definition Eq. (4). The
corresponding energy release to the magnetosphere is
determined by the avalanche size. Assuming the field
strength H ~ 10165 G in the outer crust of a linear
size /crUst ~ 100 m and employing an estimate Eq. (2)
the energy upper limit is evaluated

T^SGR
Jmax 10415erg (6)

to be in a good agreement with SGR-burst obser-
vations. When the magnetization involves the inner
crust as well, the linear size is an order of magnitude
larger and the energy release extends up to 10445erg,
a value corresponding to giant flare events.

FIG. 1. The mean-field phase diagram for the RJS
model Eq. (7). The upper H" (solid line) and low Hi
(dashed line) coercive fields meet at the critical point

Within the mean-field approximation the interac-
tion of a spin with the neighbor is replaced by an
interaction with the overall magnetization V of the
system yielding the simplified Hamiltonian

+ H + fi)mi (7)

with an effectively reduced coupling constant Jeff =
J — TJ because of the demagnetizing effect. Considering
the ensemble average V of the magnetization defined
by Eq. (4) gives the self-consistency equality
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• = Jw(f)rmd / . (8)

For simplicity we assume a single jump in step-wise
mi of Eq. (1) with i/i = 1. Then using the functional
form Eq. (5) we derive the magnetic Equation of State
(MEoS)

w = erf (9)

expressed in terms of reduced magnetization w =
2V - 1, disorder g = 2\/2i?/Jeff, and external field
B = l + 2(H-b1)/Jeff,

The obtained from mean-field MEoS Eq. (9) phase
diagram is shown in fig. 1. The spinodal region is
located at the field strengths H ~ b\ — (Jeff"i/2) cor-
responding to a jump of the nuclear momentum. We
note that in realistic case such regions arise at val-
ues bn defined by level crossings of crust nuclei. For
disorders R > J^/V^ir = Rc the solution P(H) of
Eq. (9) is analytic at all values of H. At such large
disorders with a wide distribution of random fields
the spins tend to jump independently of each other.
Small avalanches give rise to the smooth (on a macro-
scopic scale) magnetization curve. At critical values
of disorder R—Rc and magnetic field BC(RC) — 0 the
magnetization curve V(H) shows diverging slope. In
vicinity of such transitional region in {R, H}-plane the
system shows critical scaling behavior and the widest
distribution of the avalanche sizes. For R < Rc the so-
lution V(H) is unique only for H outside of a certain
interval [H'C(R),H?(R)]. In the range between the
two 'coercive fields' H'C(R) and H"(R), the equation
has three solutions, two are stable and one is unsta-
ble. The small disorder with a narrow random field
distribution allows for large avalanches. This leads to
noticeable discontinuities in the magnetization curves
similarly to what is found for the Ising model at zero
temperature [22], However, unlike equilibrium sys-
tems which in zero temperature limit always occupy
the state with the lowest overall free energy, the con-
sidered nonequilibrium system is forced by the local
dynamics to stay in the current metastable state (i.e.
local energy minimum) until it is destabilized by the
external magnetic field. For decreasing fields this im-

plies that the system always remains in the metastable
state with the largest possible magnetization.

The cumulative avalanche size distribution in the
vicinity of the critical point is compared in fig. 2 with
the normalized cumulative fluence distribution. The
observations by various missions are in a good agree-
ment with simulations when accounting for the scale
Eq. (6) of the energy release. Such an event number
dependence is well fitted by the power law with an ex-
ponent 0.66, which corresponds to the value 1.66 for
the differential distribution and provides a signal of
self-organized criticality in the burst statistics.

sgrl900-14/rxte
/batse

sgrl806-20/rxte
/batse

/ice
0.66
RJS

le-10 le-09 le-08 le-07 le-06

fluence [ergs cmA-2]

le-05

FIG. 2. Cumulative fluence distribution of SGR-bursts.
The results of the RXTE and BATSE observations for
SGR 1900-14 from [8] are shown by squares and circles,
respectively. RXTE (diamonds), BATSE (up-triangles),
and ICE (down-triangles) data for SGR 1806-20 are from
[9], The full line represents the avalanche size distribution
from RJS for the cubic lattice of a size (150)3. The dashed
line denotes the power law distribution.

As seen in fig. 3 the waiting time distribution as a
function of the reduced time, i.e. the time divided by
the time at the maximum, displays universal func-
tion for different SGRs. The data are well repro-
duced by simulations and fitted by lognormal func-
tion. Such a property points out the single time scale
for SGR-burst triggering processes. Within RJS such
a time-scale is determined by the ratio of the disorder
parameter R and the speed of external field change
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r = R/H. Therefore, the scaling with respective time

leads to an universal function.
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FIG. 3. The reduced waiting time distribution be-
tween the successive RXTE/PCA bursts from SGR
1900-14 (squares) [8] and SGR 1806-20 (diamonds) [9]
are compared with the waiting time distribution between
avalanches (solid curve). The dashed line represents the
fit to the log-normal distribution of the width 3.6.

In summary, the effects of super-strong magnetic

fields on nuclear structure have been shown to re-

sult in irregular time evolution of magnetic fields in

neutron star crusts. In particular, at conditions of

nuclear level crossings the demagnetization proceeds

as sharp steps due to avalanche propagations. As a

consequence, the sudden energy releases trigger SGR-

bursts. The quasi-periodic (with magnetic field) ap-

pearance of level crossings is consistent with some reg-

ularities in the burst emissions (see above). As demon-

strated the model predicts some scaling properties for,

e.g., the burst intensity and waiting time distributions

which are in a good agreement with SGR observations.

Finally, we note that quantum dot arrays (see, e.g.,

[23]) might provide some possibilities for laboratory

tests of considered above model.
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